psychiatric hospital is to prepare the patient for return to the community. But (5) Assembly. This is more complex, and necessitates the patients working up to a standard, as these articles carry a well-known maker's name and his guarantee.
The assembly of paint scrapers and trowels from shafts, handles, etc., involves riveting and, being a noisy operation, helps to accustom both the patient on the job and the unit to the sound of industrial clatter. Bow-saws and garden rakes are also assembled from basic components in the unit. In order to learn the necessary skills, the staff of the unit went to learn the job at the maker's factory. In the initial stages, the factory sent inspectors to the unit. They now no longer do so, as our quality is accepted. The industrial unit has, in fact, succeeded in suggesting to the parent factory more efficient ways of handling and making their own products. This good relationship has been of mutual benefit both to the factory and the unit. (6) Processing. In these jobs, standards are set not so much by the appearance of the end-product, as in type (5) 
